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also given non negative weights on the edges of G and the goal is to �nd ak-vertex indued subgraph of maximum total edge weight.During last years a large body of work has been onentrated on the design ofapproximation algorithms for both the DkS problem and its weighted version,based on a variety of tehniques inluding greedy algorithms, LP relaxationsand semide�nite programming. For a brief presentation of this body of workthe reader is referred to [3℄ and the referenes therein. The best known ap-proximation ratio for the DkS problem, whih performs well for all values ofk, is O(nÆ), for some Æ < 13 [6℄, while a simple greedy algorithm in [2℄ ahievesan approximation ratio of O(nk ) even for the weighted version of the problem.On the other hand, it has been shown that the DkS problem does not admita polynomial time approximation sheme (PTAS) [13℄. However, there is nota negative result that ahieving an approximation ratio of O(n�), for some� > 0, is NP-hard. Conerning approximation algorithms for speial ases ofthe problem it is known that the DkS problem admits a PTAS for graphs ofminimum degree 
(n) as well as for dense graphs (of 
(n2) edges) when k is
(n) [1℄. Moreover, algorithms ahieving approximation fators of 4 [17℄ and2 [11℄ have been proposed for the weighted DkS problem on omplete graphswhere the weights satisfy the triangle inequality.The DkS problem is trivial on trees (any subtree of k verties ontains exatlyk � 1 edges). It is also known that DkS is polynomial for graphs of maximaldegree two [7℄ as well as for ographs, split graphs and k-trees [4℄. On theother hand the DkS problem remains NP-hard for bipartite graphs [4℄, evenof maximum degree three [7℄, as well as for omparability graphs, hordalgraphs [4℄ and planar graphs [12℄. The weighted version of the DkS problemis polynomial on trees either if we ask for a onneted solution [10,14,15℄ orfor a disonneted one [16℄. In fat, the result for the latter ase is impliedby a result for the solution of the quadrati 0-1 knapsak problem on edgeseries-parallel graphs in [16℄.In the next setion we introdue the reader to the lass of hordal graphsand their properties and we give our notation. In Setion 3 we present theapproximation algorithm and the lemmas yielding our approximation ratio.We onlude in Setion 4.2 De�nitions and NotationA lique of an undireted graph, G = (V;E), is a subset of its verties, C � V ,induing a omplete subgraph in G. The size jCj of a lique is the number ofits verties. A maximal lique is a lique, whih is not ontained in any largerlique. A largest maximal lique is alled maximum lique. A vertex of a graph2



G is alled simpliial if its adjaent verties indue a omplete subgraph inG. An order hu1; u2; : : : ; uni of the verties of G, is alled perfet eliminationorder if eah ui is a simpliial vertex of the subgraph of G indued by theverties fui; ui+1; : : : ; ung.A graph is alled hordal if every yle of length stritly greater than threepossesses a hord, that is, an edge joining two nononseutive verties of theyle. In the rest of this paper by G = (V;E) we denote a hordal graph. It iswell known that for a hordal graph, G = (V;E), the following hold:(i) G has at most m � jV j maximal liques, C = fC1; C2; : : : ; Cmg, whih anbe found in polynomial time [9℄.(ii) G has a simpliial vertex. Atually, if G is not a lique, then it has twononadjaent simpliial verties [5℄.(iii) G has a perfet elimination order. Moreover, any simpliial vertex anstart suh an order [8℄.By GA we denote the subgraph of G indued by a subset A � V of its vertiesand by GF we denote the subgraph of G indued by a subset F � E of itsedges. A diret onsequene of the de�nition of the lass of hordal graphs isthat being hordal is a hereditary property inherited by every vertex-induedsubgraph GA of G, but not by every edge-indued subgraph GF of G. It isalso obvious that for every maximal lique Ci of a vertex-indued or an edge-indued subgraph of G, there is at least one maximal lique Cj of G suh thatCi � Cj.By E(A) we denote the set of edges in a subgraph GA of G, while by E(A;B)we denote the set of edges between two disjoint subsets A;B � V of vertiesof G i.e., the set of edges with one of their endpoints in A and the other in B.By S we denote a solution to the DkS problem, that is a subset S � V suhthat jSj = k, while by S� we denote an optimal solution, that is a solution Sfor whih jE(S)j is maximized.Finally, we assume that k > jCij; 1 � i � m, for otherwise S� onsists of anysubset of k verties of some lique for whih jCij � k.3 An approximation algorithm for the DkS problem on hordalgraphsSine all the maximal liques of a hordal graph G = (V;E) an be foundin polynomial time it is natural to study the DkS problem on those maximalliques instead on G itself. In this setion we analyze the following simplegreedy algorithm for �nding an approximate solution to the DkS problem on3



a hordal graph G.Greedy Algorithm:1. Let C1; C2; : : : Cm be the maximal liques of G, sorted innon-inreasing order of their sizes.2. Find the largest integer t suh that k > jSt�1i=1 Cij = k0.3. Return the solution S onsisting of all the verties of theliques C1; C2; : : : ; Ct�1 plus k � k0 > 0 verties of lique Ct.The size of the maximal lique Ct plays a ruial role in our analysis and itwill be denoted by L = jCtj.We �rst obtain a lower bound on the number of edges jE(S)j in the solutionS derived by the Greedy Algorithm for a hordal graph G. This bound isobtained by relating the solution S to the solution that the Greedy Algorithmreturns for a graph onsisting of independent liques of size L. Formally, for ahordal graph G and the parameter L de�ned above we onsider the hordalgraph eG onsisting of at least dk=Le independent liques all of size L.Lemma 1 Let S and eS be the solutions that the Greedy Algorithm returnsfor the DkS problem on graphs G and eG, respetively. It holds that jE(S)j �jE( eS)j = k(L�1)�b(L�b)2 , where b = k mod L.Proof: To prove the bound of the lemma we onsider also the solutions S 0and eS 0 that the Greedy Algorithm returns for the Densest k0-Subgraph (Dk0S)problem on graphs G and eG, respetively. Reall that k0 = jSt�1i=1 Cij.Consider �rst the solutions S and S 0. The solution S onsists of the t � 1largest maximal liques of G, of k0 verties, plus a set A � Ct, of a = k � k0verties, suh that St�1i=1 Ci \ A = ;. Obviously, 0 < a � jCtj = L. Moreover,S n S 0 = A and therefore,jE(S)j � jE(S 0)j+ a(a� 1)2 :Consider next the solutions S 0 and eS 0. The solution S 0 onsists of exatly thet � 1 largest maximal liques of G, of k0 verties. As all the maximal liquesof S 0 are of size at least L, it follows that all the verties in S 0 have degreeat least L � 1. The solution eS 0 onsists of q0 = bk0=L independent liquesof size L and one more independent lique, B0, of size b0 = k0 mod L, that isj eS 0j = q0L+b0. Eah one of the b0 verties in the lique B0 of eS 0 has degree b0�1.Hene, the solution S 0 ontains at least b0(L� 1� (b0 � 1)) = b0(L� b0) moreedges than the solution eS 0, that is jE(S 0)j � jE( eS 0)j + b0(L � b0). Therefore,jE(S)j � jE( eS 0)j+ b0(L� b0) + a(a� 1)2 :Consider �nally the solutions eS 0 and eS. The solution eS onsists of q = bk=L4



independent liques of size L and one more independent lique, B, of sizeb = k mod L, that is j eSj = qL+ b. Moreover, j eSj � j eS 0j = a.If a � b, then the solution eS 0 an be obtained from the eS, by removing averties of the lique B of eS. In this ase j eS 0j = qL+ b0, where b0 = b� a, andjE( eS)j = jE( eS 0)j+ a(a�1)2 + b0a. Therefore,jE(S)j � jE( eS)j � b0a+ b0(L� b0) = jE( eS)j+ b0(L� b),and sine L > b, the inequality of the lemma follows.If a > b, then the solution eS 0 an be obtained from the eS, by removing allthe b verties of the lique B and x = a � b verties of the q � th liqueof size L of eS. In this ase j eS 0j = (q � 1)L + b0, where a � b = L � b0,and jE( eS)j = jE( eS 0)j + b(b�1)2 + x(x�1)2 + xb0 = jE( eS 0)j + a(a�1)2 � xb + xb0 =jE( eS 0)j+ a(a�1)2 + (a� b)(b0 � b). Therefore,jE(S)j � jE( eS)j � (a� b)(b0 � b) + b0(L� b0) = jE( eS)j+ (L� b0)b,and sine L > b0 the inequality of the lemma follows.The solution eS onsists of k�bL full liques plus b < L verties from the liqueB. Hene, the number of edges in eS isjE( eS)j = k � bL � L(L� 1)2 + b(b� 1)2 = k(L� 1)� b(L� b)2 : 2Next lemma, whih is of independent interest, gives un upper bound on thenumber of edges of a hordal graph as a funtion of the size of its maximumlique.Lemma 2 Let  � 2 be the size of a maximum lique of a hordal graphG = (V;E). It holds that jEj � ( � 1)(jV j � 2) and this bound is the bestpossible.Proof: The graph G, as a hordal one, has a perfet elimination order. Weremove from G verties (and their inident edges) in a perfet eliminationorder until the remaining number of its verties is .Sine the size of a maximum lique of G is , eah removed vertex has degreeat most � 1. Thus, the number of the edges removed during this proess, letjE1j, is at most (jV j � )(� 1). Moreover, the remaining number of edges, letjE2j, is at most (�1)2 (when the remaining  verties form a lique).Therefore, it follows thatjEj = jE1j+ jE2j � (jV j � )(� 1) + (� 1)2 = (� 1)(jV j � 2).To prove that this bound is the best possible onsider the hordal graphG = (V;E) onsisting of a lique, C, of size �1 and jV j�+1 independent ver-ties eah one of them adjaent to all verties of C. Observe that a maximumlique of G onsists of the lique C plus one of the independent verties, and it5



is of size . For this graph G it holds that jEj = (�1)(�2)2 +(jV j�+1)(�1) =(� 1)(jV j � 2). Note that if  = jV j, then G beomes a omplete graph. 2Let us now relate the solution S of the Greedy Algorithm to an optimalsolution S� to the DkS problem on a hordal graph G. Let S� = A[B, whereA = S�\S is the subset of verties of S� that belong to S and B = S�nA is thesubset of verties of S� that do not belong to S. Let also � � A be the subsetof verties in A that have adjaent verties in B and F = E(B) [ E(�; B).Obviously, �\B = ; and jE(S�)j = jE(A)j+jE(B)j+jE(�; B)j = jE(A)j+jF j.In order to bound the number of edges in an optimal solution S� we shallonsider the edge-indued subgraph GF = (� [ B;F ) as well as the vertex-indued subgraph GB[� of G. Note that GB[�, as a vertex-indued subgraphof G, is a hordal graph, while GF , as an edge-indued subgraph of G, is ingeneral a non hordal one. Next proposition gives a useful strutural propertyof the subgraph GF .Proposition 1 All the maximal liques of the graph GF = (� [ B;F ) are ofsize at most L.Proof: The solution S of the Greedy Algorithm ontains verties from max-imal liques of G of size at least L and the verties in B do not belong to S.Therefore, the verties in B belong to maximal liques of G of size at most L.Consider �rst the set B of verties of the subgraph GF . Sine they belong tomaximal liques of G of size at most L, they also form in GF maximal liquesof size at most L.Consider next the set � of verties of the subgraph GF . By the de�nition ofthe subgraph GF , it follows that: a) they are independent in GF , and b) everyone of them has at least one adjaent vertex in B. Assume that suh vertexbelongs to a maximal lique, K, of GF of size greater than L. As the vertiesof � are independent in GF , it follows that at least one vertex of B belongsalso in suh a lique K of GF , and, therefore, to a maximal lique of G ofsize greater than L, a ontradition to the de�nition of the set B. Hene theverties of � belong to maximal liques of GF of size at most L.Therefore, all maximal liques of the graph GF are of size at most L. 2Using Proposition 1 we an now prove that the bound of Lemma 2 holds alsofor the graph GF .Lemma 3 For the edge-indued graph GF = (� [ B;F ) of G it holds thatjF j � (L� 1)(j� [ Bj � L2 ).Proof: 6



We work analogously as in Lemma 2. The graph GB[�, as a vertex-induedsubgraph ofG, is a hordal one and it has a perfet elimination order. Followingthis order (of the graph GB[�), we remove verties from the graph GF untilthe remaining number of its verties is L.By Proposition 1 the size of a maximum lique of GF is L and, hene, thedegree, inGF , of eah removed vertex is at most L�1. Thus, the number of theremoved edges ofGF during this proess, let jE1j, is at most (jB[�j�L)(L�1).Moreover, the remaining edges of GF , let jE2j, is at most L(L�1)2 (when theremaining L verties form a lique).Therefore, it follows thatjEj = jE1j+ jE2j � (jB [ �j � L)(L� 1) + L(L� 1)2 = (L� 1)(jB [ �j � L2 ):2Applying Lemma 3 on GF , (with j� [Bj � jS�j = k) we obtainjF j = jE(B)j+ jE(�; B)j � (L� 1)(k � L2 ):For the edges E(A) it holds that jE(A)j � jE(S)j, sine A � S. We also know,by Lemma 1, that jE(S)j � k(L� 1)� b(L� b)2 :Therefore,jE(S�)jjE(S)j = jE(A)j+ jF jjE(S)j � 1 + jF jjE(S)j � 1 + (L� 1)(2k � L)k(L� 1)� b(L� b) :By realling that b = k mod L � L � 1 and by distinguishing between twoases for b (b � L=2 and b > L=2) it is easy to prove that (L�1)(2k�L)k(L�1)�b(L�b) � 2.Thus the next theorem follows.Theorem 1 There is a 3-approximation algorithm for the DkS problem onhordal graphs.4 Conluding remarksWe have shown a 3-approximation algorithm for the DkS problem on hordalgraphs, whih, up to our knowledge, is the �rst onstant approximation algo-rithm for an NP-hard variant of the problem on non-dense graphs. Conerning7
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